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THE BEAUfY 0f: THE ORDINARY
"It's N t Easy Bein' Green"
By Ray Chester

REMEMBERING THE WAY WE WERE
The Birth of Mission
By Walter Burch
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Pot -Banging
Two yea rs ago, as The Christian Centur y
began th e ir centennial celebration , Editor
James Wall related an an ecdot e from th e life of
writer Bernard Malamud. Although believing
that brevity is the soul of the short story, he
on ce violat ed th at guideline when relating a
tale about a relative . His fath er interrupted to
ask, " Vus hok s du mirea chinik? " (What tun e
ar e you ban ging o n your pot?) That impatient
Yiddish qu estion had two parts: ... wh at it is
you a re t rying to say? and . . . get on with it
II

Whil e thi s editor would not be so pre sump tuou s as to co mpar e Mission with th e
illustriou s Christian Centur y, pot -ban ging is a
pertin ent image for reflection on our journal as
we mo ve into th e 20th yea r of publi ca tion. Our
tun e-what we are trying to say and how we
are saying it- need s to be examin ed . At our
annu al me etin g in June the Board of Truste es
bega n a pe riod of soul- sea rching and a consideration of wher e we are in our per son al a nd
co rpor ate journ eys a nd wheth er we are speaking helpful word s into the journ eys of other s.
Wall point s out that by its very natur e a
magazin e " is filled with relatively short bits
and pieces of a larger truth. " At best what we
do is fragmentar y, falte ring and onl y occa sion ally tou ched by grace. But if and as we
ent er a third deca de, we'd like to tru st th at we
are being led by God 's grace. We cove t th e
pr aye rs and see k thoughtful critique from ou r
rea ders.
In thi s issue Walter Burch, on e of t he
" found ing fat hers" of Mission, reflects up on
th e o riginal pu rposes and dr ea ms of tho se w ho
saw th e nee d " to create a new edit orial voice
within Chu rches of Chri st; and to pro vide a
fo rum in which writers with different perspectives co uld express th emselves free ly . . .. " He
spea ks of where we've bee n and asks hard
q uestions abo ut th e futur e .
Oth er articles in thi s issue exemplif y th emes
and motifs-o ur pot-ban ging tun es- th at have
rec urr ed year after yea r in th e pages of thi s
jou rn al as we have reac hed towar d a nd
hu ngere d for t he larger tru ths. Ray Cheste r,
taki ng his cue fro m Kermit the Frog, co ntemp lates the goo dn ess in being "gree n," that
is, in being ab le to acce pt matu rely our ow n
"or d inar iness." Only t hen can we acce pt a
Savior . La rry James in " Living by Grace
... Togeth er" revea ls somet hing of th e pain
and agony in a minister's life and t he blessing
of bei ng ab le to share in co mmun ity.
O ne of the co nce rns arisi ng fro m our
religious heritage to which we ofte n retu rn
with the praye r of kee pin g " th e move me nt
moving" is that of restor at ion/reform ation .
Tho mas Langford in his pertin ent articl e " The
Rea l Resto rat ion Move ment " helps us to foc us
on the cr ucia l task of resto ra tion-beyo nd all
sectarian excl usiveness and strife: " th e brid ging of th e great gulf betwee n God and ma n"
through the "continuing work of the Spirit. "
Bob Douglas in " The Goo d News of Son ship ,"
reprinted from an earlier issue, effectively
a rticu lates the exte rn a l goo d news-t he
glorious tru th th at " it is not th e fun ct ion of
God 's Holy Spirit to d rag be lievers bac k int o
bondage and fear" but "to fill our hearts with
filia l attitudes; that is, wit h ... love, t ru st, joy
and peace." Surely a t une wo rthy of our potbanging!
- th e Editor

" TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND THEIR
MEANING ...
TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY AS POSSIBLE THE
WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH LIVESAND HAS HER MISSION
... TO PROVIDE A VEHICLEFOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING
OF COD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
- EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967
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MISSION JO URNA L

By RAY CHESTER

To each on e o f us grace has been giv en as Chri st app o rti o ned it .. .. /tw as h e wh o gave some to
be ap ostles, some to be prop hets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pasto rs an d teac hers
... so that th e bo d y of Chri st m ay be bui lt up unti l w e all reach unity in th e faith and in the
kn ow ledge o f the Son o f Co d and b eco m e matur e, att ainin g to the wh o le m easur e of the
fulln ess o f Chri st.
Eph esians 4:8, 11- 13
A lmost everyone is fami liar with th e Sesame Str eet
and Mupp et gang- characters such as Big Bird ,
Osca r, th e Choco late Chip Cooki e Mon ster, and certainly Kermit th e Frog. Kerm it has a song th at goes
like th is:
/t 's not th at easy be in ' green
havin g to sp end eac h d ay th e co lo r
o f th e leaves
w hen I think it wo uld be ni cer

to be red o r yell ow o r go ld
or som ethin g mu ch m o re co lorful lik e that.

/t 's no t easy b ein ' green
you seem to bl end in with so m an y
o th er thin gs
and p eopl e tend to p ass yo u ove r
b ecause yo u 're n o t standin g o ut
lik e flashin g sp arkl es in the wa ter
o r stars in the sky.
Bu t green 's th e co lor of Spring
and green can be coo l an d fri end ly li ke
o r big li ke an ocea n
o r impo rtan t like a mou nt ain
o r tall li ke a tree.
W hen green is all there is to be
it co ul d make you wonder why
but w h y wo nd er, w h y wo nde r ?
I am green
and it 'll do fine-it 's beautif ul
and I thi nk it 's w hat I wa n ta be.*

In one way or another all of us have to strugg le
Ray Chester has been a member of the Mission Board of Trustees since its
beginning and is current ly minister of the Roun d Rock Christian Church.
(Plea se see page 14 for a feature profile of Ray Chester.)

with being green- with being so ord in~ry as to
bl end in rath er than "s tand out lik e fl ashy
sparkl es on t he w ater, or stars in th e sky ."
I recall somewh at painfu lly my encount er w ith
algebr a and geom etr y. I had sailed thr ough
grade schoo l w ith an almost str aight "A" card .
I had do ne we ll in add ing, subtr actin g,
mu ltip lying and div idin g and never dr eamed
of havin g d iffic ulty w ith math .
But in two years I never really und erstood it.
A nd it was even worse w hen I got to th e
Un ive rsity of M issouri and had to take
Tri go no metry , Physics and Chem istry .
It too k a w hi le to get over t he blow to my selfim age.
Then after th e wa r I we nt to a litt le chur ch-related
jun io r co llege in W est Tennessee wh ere I was
someth ing of a BMOC. I was o ne of t he best
basketball players t here, I was Preside nt of
t he senior cl ass, and voted O utstand ing Boy.
Then I t ransferred to a somew hat larger
co llege in Texas and no one knew me and
how important I was .
And I can recall some painfu l moments in CPE
sessions when I discovered that I was not
part icu lar ly adept at convers ing on the feeling level .
So I hear Kermit's song ring ing true for me.

And as I listen, I think I hear that song being sung
almost everywhere, not j ust on Sesame Street.
I hear it w hil e I'm wait ing my tu rn at t he bank,
or sitt ing in the barber's c hair.
It's a song I hear quite often when someone
' ©Copyright 1970 Jonico Music, Inc.
All rights reserved.
Used by permiss ion.
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calls on the phone or knocks on my door.

"It's not that easy bein' green
having to spend each day the color of
leaves."
It's not that easy being young, I hear the children
say. It's not that easy growing up these days.
There is so much to learn, so much to worry
about, so many people telling me "do this"
and "don't do that."
And there is so much hypocrisy and double
dealing all around, it makes you wonder
"what's the use."
It's not that easy going to school, I hear the
students say. There's always a deadline to meet,
always some troubling idea to cope with,
always some boring course to take to meet the
minimum requirements for graduation, always
a million things to do that you don't
particularly want to do.
It's not that easy going to school, and sometimes
I think I'll just let my hair grow and forget it.
It's not that easy raising a family, I hear the
parents say. Every time you turn around
somebody's either sick or dirty or growing out
of his clothes.
You work for years, and when the kids go off
they resent it when you ask where they are
going.
And with the economy the way it is, I'm never
going to have it made, never really going to
get ahead.
I'm stuck where I am for life.
It's not that easy raising a family, and sometimes
I wonder if it's worth it after all.
It's not that easy growing old, I hear many say.
I can no longer do a lot of things I like to do,
can no longer remember things just when I
want to remember them, can no longer eat
some things I like, and every little hurt seems
to hurt a little more.
It's not that easy growing old.
And so the song goes on.
It's not that easy being married to this person
I'm married to.
It's not easy being friends with some of the
people who are my friends.
It's not that easy trying to lose weight.
It's not that easy when the doctor says you have
to have an operation.
It's not that easy doing what I have to do, living
the way I have to live.
It's not I hat easy being me.

That's what the little frog is really saying.
His greenness has gotten to him.
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He feels some sorrow about being who he is-a
small, green, rather insignificant creature in a
world of bright colors and shining stars.
It's not that easy being me.
We all carry with us a certain amount of
dissatisfaction, even frustration, about our station
in life.
One reason for this may be the kind of entertainment we subject ourselves to.
In addition to Sesame Street our children like
those apparently harm less family situation
comedies such as "The Brady Bunch" and
"My Three Sons."
Every one of these families live in what must
be $100,000 homes.
The breadwinners, obviously well paid, never
seem to have to work.
Husbands and wives, even when getting out of
bed in the morning, have the bearing and
comeliness of Greek gods and goddesses;
and the children never seem to get dirty.
Little wonder we get down on our real selves
if these are the people through whom we
live our fantasy lives.
Whatever my status, whatever my income,
whatever my role, it's not that easy being me,
because I have my own private collection of
defects and limitations.
It's not that easy getting used to bifocals.
It's not that easy being allergic to ragweed or
cedar.
It's just not that easy being less than perfect,
being less than able to do all I would like to
do, being less of a person than I would like
to be.
It's not that easy being me.
It's not even that easy being one who seems to
stand out like stars in the sky.
This may be the most difficult place of all.
It's an awful burden to be outstanding.
Super persons know their greenness, too, even if
no one else does.
And after you make all A's, what else is there?
Think, even, of Jesus praying in the garden.
He knew trouble was ahead.
Things were moving to a climax.
He prayed all night that the cup might pass from
him, that he might be able to assume another
role, do it a different way.
It wasn't that easy being Christ.
It was hard, unutterably hard.
Even Jesus knew the truth of the green frog's
song.
We all know its truth.

But the song goes on.

"It's not that easy being green, but green's the
color of Spring, and green can be cool and
friendly like, or big like an ocean, or important
like a mountain, or tall like a tree."
The frog begins to recognize some good in his
greenness.
It's not that easy being green but it isn't all bad
either.
In fact, there are some rather nice things about
it.
The frog reveals that a mature adult lives
somewhere inside him.
I may feel lousy about myself sometimes, but I
have kept this home together, I've gotten
some good grades, I have shown some kindness, I have accomplished some things.
Maturity begins with a balanced view of one's self.
Only the person who recognizes her greenness
or ordinariness can enjoy success and
survive failure.
The one who has been defined as outstanding
can not enjoy making an A-it was
expected.
If he makes an F--he is devastated.
Only the one who acknowledges his greenness
can really celebrate those times when he
gets it together.
When he fails, he is not devastated because he
didn't define himself as above failure.
The one who acknowledges his greenness can
admit to mistakes. I heard someone say
recently that if Nixon had been able to
admit error he would have remained President.
He had defined himself or allowed himself to
be defined as great and therefore above error.

This was our problem in Vietnarn--couldn't
admit error.

The one who aci<nowledges his greenness can
accept a Savior.
The one who defines herself as great has to save
herself.
But those who acknowledge greenness can let
God be God. Bishop Pike said, "You shall
have no other god, including your best
definition of me."
Sometimes we define God in such a way that
He has to rescue us from our difficulty.
When He doesn't, we say God has turned his
back on us. It was only our definition of
Hirn.
At the end the song does something quite
wonderful.
It cuts through one of life's toughest
questions and ends up with a little ode to
self-affi rrnation.

. .. why wonder?
I am green
And it'll do fine-it's beautiful
and I think it's what I wanna be.
Prayer:
We aren't much, 0 God, but we're all we have.
Take us with our assorted weaknesses and limitations and by the power at work within us make
us channels of grace,
agents of reconciliation,
and bearers of hope.
Through Jesus Christ our lord. Amen.

His Lord's Reply
0 Paul,
Through suffering you have earned the right to see
The opened heavens-unuttered
joy, pain-free.
Lift up your eyes
Release your heart
So it can soar,
And ponder o'er
Each hurt, a sort
Of suit that tries
Your will to live in love with each decree
That puts to death the flesh, that Christ may be
Your all.
-George

Ewing

George Ewing received his doctorate and master's degree in English from
the University of Texas at Austin. He is the author of a recently published
series of lessons entitled At Sundry Times and in Divers Manners.
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THE FACE OF MINISTRY

Living By

race@

@

Together

A Personal Reflection On Ministry's Pain

In the darkest moments of life, in the most severe experiences of human
agony, God's grace presents itself most dearly.
By LARRY M. JAMES
he call reached me in the middle of an incredibly

hectic day. "Please go to the emergency room at
T
Plano General Hospital. The Holmes family is
waiting there. Debbie is in ICU." With nothing more
than this sketchy information
I rushed to the
hospital. A nurse directed me to "the quiet room."
As I opened the door, I knew instinctively I had
entered the center of tragedy. The tiny room (a
former storage closet I'm certain, transformed
because of the recent rash of suicides in the area)
wrapped
itself about two devastated parents.
Parents' eyes possess a rare ability to communicate
with incredible precision. We embraced for a long
while as David explained the eternal morning's
events. A beautiful young woman decided she could
deal with life no longer. Her sports car served her
well as the weapon of death in a closed garage. During the traumatic next two days, the heart-tearing
details were rehearsed time after time while David,
Elaine, three brothers, grandparents, aunts, uncles,
and cousins maintained the vigil outside ICU.
Debbie's mother had restored her life by quick
action and CPR.
The events at Debbie's bedside remain unforgetable for me. Her mother and father remained
by her side every possible moment. Their efforts at
communication
seemed
heroic.
The family
reconstructed Debbie's entire life as they fought to
hold on to her. Small observations linger in my
mind: a daddy whispering words of encouragernent
in his daughter's ear; a morn combing the silken
Larry James is a candidate for the Ph.D. Degree at Tulane University. He
preaches for the Richardson East Church of Christ, Richardson, Texas,
and serves on the Greater Dallas Community of Churches Peacemaking
Committee.
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brown hair of her "little girl;" regrets and "what ifs"
freely expressed. Comprehensive knowledge of this
girl's every interest, activity, and concern was freely
shared within their sacred circle.
Debbie never regained consciousness. Her doctor
pronounced her dead on Sunday night. I'd never
before been so close to such a painful experience.
Even now I reflect for rny own sake and sanity. All
weekend long I prayed for rny Jennifer and Joanna as
well as for my wife Brenda and myself.
Since that horrid weekend there has been a great
deal of time for reflection. And much has happened
to the family and their church. Several observations
must be shared.

Life by its very nature tends to come unraveled
despite our best efforts. It just isn't easy being these
days. Growing up in this society is tough. The
Holmes family exemplifies the very best efforts of
human parenting. David and Elaine enjoy a wonderful marriage. I've known them both personally for
well over twenty years. No children could be loved
or nurtured more effectively. Debbie and her
mother shared an idyllic relationship. Communication, warmth, affection, and affirmation flowed freely in their house.
Still, it wasn't enough. Somehow life's pain overcame them. We aren't conscious enough of the
power of individualized pain and disappointment.
Such pain spreads like poison or a narcotic overdose
without warning. Debbie did not die because of a
lack of love or concern.
We delude ourselves and each other by thinking
life as we find it is manageable. Most of us believe

this. I expect Debbie did until she crossed that unseen marker. At that point she reached out to some
close friends who honored her confidence, feeling
certain they could handle the situation alone.
Perhaps no one could have helped, but why our
reluctance to shout from the house top what we all
know: "God help us! We don't have life wired!"
What might happen if we decided to live confessing
this truth day by day? Henri J.M. Nouwen believes
"the main task of the minister is to prevent people
(The
from suffering for the wrong reasons"
Wounded Healer p. 93). I expect he is correct. This
experience teaches me that we must live with the
assumption that others stand in need of our concern, our love, our help, our support, and our
ministry no matter how well they may appear to be
doing. Suffering will come. Our task is to discover
the reasons and assist in bearing the painful burdens.
The body of Christ,
local, continues
the
therapeutic, healing ministry of its head wherever
pain is discovered and addressed. The days since
Debbie's tragic death have been filled with pain and
power. On Wednesday following
her funeral,
David, Debbie's father, and Karen, her sister-in-law,
were baptized into Christ. The moment moved us
all. Following the baptism the entire church literally
encircled the family. We prayed. We cried. We embraced. We talked.
David and Elaine met with our teenagers to
counsel and to discuss the tragic events. Prior to this
special assembly David and Elaine had embraced
and spoken personally with hundreds of Debbie's
classmates before and after the funeral. Through it
all, this couple responded faithfully to a call to
minister even in a time of brokenness. David and
Elaine continue to receive calls, notes, cards, visits,
invitations from the Lord's body as the grieving pro-

cess continues. Healing occurs as we enter pain
together. To quote Nouwen once more:
No one can help anyone without becoming
involved, without entering with his whole
person into the painful situation, without taking
the risk of becoming hurt, wounded or even
destroyed in the process. The beginning and the
end of all Christian leadership is to give your life
for others. Thinking about martyrdom can be an
escape unless we realize that real martyrdom
means a witness that starts with the willingness
to cry with those who cry, laugh with those who
laugh, and to make one's own painful and joyful
experiences available as sources of clarification
and understanding. (The Wounded Healer, p.
72)

In the darkest moments of life, in the most severe
experiences of human agony, God's grace presents
itself most dearly. Just as the sincerity and power of
Debbie's faith could not be undone by one terrible
mistake, neither could this loss demolish the faith of
her family or her fellowship. In the darkness we
learned afresh how to share light. In the cold
loneliness we discovered God's fire in one another.
In the great loss we continue to feel "found" by a
loving God who will not leave us. As we confront
our weakness, we find ourselves confronted by a
God who knows right well that we are dust (Psalm
103). In our frailities we are loved and we are enabled to love.
Pain is a continual partner so long as we live here.
But then again, so is faith and community. We go
on. We regret we did not have the chance to encourage Debbie to do the same. Yet, we go on
knowing this is precisely what she would counsel us
to do for today.
-·-·------·--·--··-----·--·-·-··--·--······----

__________ MISSION

Some Common Myths Regarding
Myth #1: People who talk about suicide
never follow through. No. Eighty percent of completed suicides involve persons who spoke of their intentions
beforehand.
Myth #2: Suicide usua/1)1is a spur-of-thernomenl even/ happening without warning. No. Most often there are warning
signs and/or presenting causes (recent
trauma, behavior changes, withdrawal,
communication
problems, discussing
death, drug/alcohol
abuse, suicidal
notes, giving away valued possessions,
depression, apathy, shame, a sense of
hopelessness)_
Myth #3: All who al/empt suicide are fully
intent on dying. No. Attempts outnumber completions 10 to 1. Attempted

suicide is usually a cry for help frorn a Myth #8: Suicide alwa)'S includes a nole.
No. Notes are discovered in only about
person undecided about many issues.
fifteen percent of the cases.
Myth #4: /{ a person is suicidal once, he!1he
will continue to be throughout life. No. Myth #9: Never discuss suicide with a
depressed person. No. Most likely the
This is simply not true. There is a way
idea has already entered the person's
through the current difficulties.
rnind. Your discussion will not provoke
Myth #5: Only psychotic, "crazy" persons
such thinking. Rather challenging a
go through with suicide. No. This is a
depressed person to think clearly about
totally erroneous idea which reflects no
the issue, its effects, and implications
understanding of depression.
will be helpful. Always share suicidal
Myth #6: Suicide is inherited or "runs in the
family," No. Absolutely no evidence
throughts discovered in another person
with someone else. Get help for the perexists to support such a view.
son immediately. Most cornmunities
Myth #7: Suicide is a rich man's disease or a
have suicide prevention and crisis ser"poor woman's only wa11 out." No.
Suicide cuts across all class, r<1cial,
vices available.
social, economic, and religious lines of
distinction in our society,
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RESTORATION: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

The Real
Restoration Movement
Recapturing The Vision
Of Our fathers

This is the real restoration: the bridging of the great gulf between God and
man, by the latter's acceptance of the atoning work of Christ and the continuing work of the Spirit.
By THOMAS A. LANGFORD
here has been, in recent years, considerable

merits of "restoration"
T discussion of the relative
and "reformation,"
and of whether our own
pioneers were restorers or reformers. Perhaps the
most insistent note has been sounded by Leroy Garrett in his The Stone-Campbell Movement, where he
says that "restorationism,
as herein defined, has
always been divisive and always will be, and when it
gained sufficient influence within the Movement it
divided it." Perhaps the "kicker"
here is in the
phrase "as herein defined," but it seems to me that
he does not give sufficient attention to those
evidences which weaken his argument; nor does he
adequately acknowledge, what he surely knows,
that there has always been an understanding or
restorationism that promotes unity and is not liable
to the charge of inherent divisiveness.
The pioneers did not, as Leroy suggests, "always"
refer to their work as "reform" rather than "restoration." From the beginning they seem to have used
the terrns almost interchangeably, believing that if
they labored to "restore the ancient order of
things," they necessarily produced reform of existing practices and structures in the church. If they
sought to "reform"
existing institutions, it was
because they wished to "restore"
the ancient
apostolic order. I need not quote the many passages
from the pioneers to illustrate the point. Every student of the Movement is aware of its truth.
Why, then, are current writers so eager to make a
Thomas A. Langford is professor of English and Associate Dean of the
Graduate School al Texas Tech University. He is an elder al the Quaker
Avenue Church of Christ in Lubbock.
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distinction and to denigrate restoration? Some say
it's the "ism," that all "isms" are evil and divisive.
But is this really so? Are terms such as Romanticism,
Modernism, and conservatism inherently evil and
divisive? Or do they merely define schools of
thought, without necessarily pejorative connotations? Restorationism is not inherently any more factionalist than Reformation. Have there not been
numerous religious divisions growing out of the
Reformation, just as out of what we have called the
Restoration? Why then is the one inherently divisive
and the other more to be preferred? Aren't we merely playing word games, in a most unphilosophic
way? And does this really help?
I hold no brief for Restorationism over Reform;
both are useful terms, and I think it would be better
not to make too much distinction between the
words themselves except as they are useful for identification. The Restoration Movement has come for
most of us to convey a rather clear historical
phenomenon, not negative unless we make it so;
and it provides a useful way to distinguish the 19th
century movement from the earlier one. But I like to
think of the latter movement as sequential and
derivative, rather than in conflict with the earlier
one. The Sterne-Campbell Movement was a continuation
of the Creat Reformation,
a later
manifestation of the same spirit that motivated
Luther and others. I am as gratefu I for Luther as for
Campbell, for Calvin as for Stone. If I feel somewhat
greater affinity with the 19th century men, it is
because they are closer to me, in time as well as
theology.

.... MISSION JOUl,NAI.

I think what Brother Garrett and others are doing is
to look at the distortions of Restoration, at the sectarian corruptions of the worthy idea of "restoring
the ancient order," and then to pick on the term
rather than the abuses. Surely we all grant that a factionalist spirit has arisen under the banner of the
Movement. The plowshares of peace have been
converted into the implements of war. What began
as the attempt to restore the ancient order of
freedom and unity has often been warped into a
movement of stricture and strife.
Let us acknowledge that Restorationism as pied by
the nineteenth century pioneers was not what it has
come to mean to many in our own time. Through
the years, perhaps largely through debates and a
competitive party spirit, what began as a noble experiment to promote unity became an ugly sectarian
campaign to prescribe conformity. Men lost sight of
the fact that Paul himself acknowledged useful diversity among the members of the body (1 Corinthians
12) and taught that unity is a harmony of action
among members who employ their differing gifts.
The Restoration ism of Thomas Campbell's "Declaration and Address, 11 and of those who advocated its
principles for the next seventy-five years, was
predicated on freedom of opinion as solidly as upon
foundation principles of faith. But smaller men of
later generations, unwilling to allow the diversity
and freedom in which the Movement could flourish,
sought to bind one another to uniform patterns of interpretation and practice and to judge faithfulness,
not by loyalty to Christ but by conformity to party interpretation.
erhaps "Patternism" is a better term for the twentieth century corruption of the pioneer's dream.
Some have used this word. But I think the real word
is "legalism," pure and simple. For not only have
later generations been "hung up" on the pattern
principle (though each party applies the template
differently), we have made our patterns the law for
others, even when they did not see those patterns as
we did. The fault was not so much in the pattern, or
even in our interpretation of it, but in the tendency
to give the force of law to what we had deduced
through purely human logic. Our interpretation of
the pattern became a salvation matter, and the grace
of Cod was reduced to a system of conformity to patLines of fellowship were no
terns of interpretation.
longer coextensive with the bloodline of the saved,
but with the narrower and graceless creed of the
party. Every new difference became an issue as
crucial as one's faith in Jesus. Consequently the centrality of grace through faith was diluted by shared
importance with a host of other issues, not unimportant in themselves, but certainly secondary, if not

P

trivial, by comparison.
But was this all Restoration? Should we fault that
good concept because its distortions were divisive
and ugly? No! No more than we would criticize
Reformation because its heirs separated themselves
into so many denominations and went astray in their
zeal to crystallize their particular emphases of
reform. There is a better view of both Reform and
Restoration; and rather than focus on distortions, we
need to recapture the goal of our fathers, rejecting
latterday corruptions as readily as we have called
upon the heirs of the Reformation to reject their
denom inationalism.

The Stone-Campbell Movement was a continuation of the Great Reformation, a later
manifestation
of the same spirit that
motivated Luther and others. I am as
grateful for Luther as for Campbell, for
Calvin as for Stone.
Restoration does not mean following the model of
the Jerusalem church, or the Antiochan or Corinthian. There were problems in all of the New Testament churches, and we are nowhere called upon to
ignore those flaws and follow the pattern that any
one of them reflects. The letters of the New Testament were written to correct such flaws and to point
to the ideal. While the record of each church tells us
something of the Lord's will for his body on earth,
we must gather from the whole of Scripture, both
historical and critical parts, a synthesis of the ideal
church, the ideal Christian life. Restoration means
attention to such forms as immersion (Rom. 6) and
the Lord Table (1 Cor. 11), but also to the principle
of fraternal acceptance (Rom. 14), the criticism of
the party spirit (1 Cor. 1), and the principles of
ministry and service (Eph. 4 and 1 Cor. 12). Restoration means attention to church leadership principles
(Phil. 1:1, 1 Tim. 3 and Tit. I), but it also means
acceptance of the priesthood of all believers (1 Pet.
2:9) and shepherding through loving example (1 Pet.
5:2•·3).
Whereas the great Reformers are worthy of honor
and their work was a basis for much good, that
movement stopped short of its goal. Denominational heirs of the Reformation have generally been
guilty of creedal ossification rather than continuing
the process of reform. The Restoration Movement
suffers from the same danger under the influence of
autocrats who assume that the process is complete,
rather than seeing that it is continuous. When the
Movement ceased to move and hardened around
(continued on pg. 22)
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A 20th ANNIVERSARY REFLECTION

The Birth of Mission:
Remembering The Way We Were

By WALTER E. BURCH
"Those were the days, my friend .

es, I was one of the midwives at Mission's birth.
It had been a long and difficult pregnancy, and
more than a few Church of Christ leaders hoped for
a miscarriage. The birth was nevertheless welcomed
by a considerable number of Christians who were
suffering under the church's seeming inability to encourage, or even tolerate, a voice for loyal opposition to the majority view.
To sense the anticipation at the founding of
Mission-and to understand something of the passion and motivating force that brought the journal
into being-we
should take a journey back to the
summer of 1966.
It was a time in America of crisis and promise, of
frustration and courage, of ferment and seething
discontent, of protest and intransigence.
® Many black Americans
had recently embraced
the concept of black pride as a new force in their unfinished struggle for racial equality.
® The grinding
human needs of the underclass
were impressed deeply on the national consciousness as President
Lyndon
B. Johnson
engineered his War on Poverty through Congress
enroute to the Great Society.
0 The Vietnam War was heating up and arousing a
storm of protest about its legality.

Y

Waller L Burch was one of the principal organizers and original trustees
of Mission. He is president of WEBCO, a public relations and fund-raising
consulting firm in Abilene, Texas. He is a former teacher of the Singles
Again class at the Mighland Church of Christ.
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• World powers were accelerating the nuclear
arms race.
• A South African doctor performed the world's
first heart transplant.
• The youth counterculture ("hippies") was in full
bloom while the drug subculture was beginning to
surface.
• Emerging issues such as women's
rights,
ecological concerns, consumerism, and the Third
World cried out for attention and action.
It was in this context that Mission Journal was
conceived. Our first statement was reviewed at the
White Station Church of Christ in Memphis, Tennessee, on June 25, 1966. * Our objectives: (1) to
create a new editorial voice within Churches of
Christ; and (2) to provide a forum in which writers
with different perspectives could express themselves
freely, even if their views were unpopular.
A number of us had come to Memphis out of the
deeply shared conviction that several ingrained
practices in the Church of Christ ought to be changed in the light of Bible teaching. Our tradition
declared that we were a people under the
Word--yet
the Word clearly challenged many
beliefs, practices, and attitudes that prevailed in
* Actu.i!ly, the first meeting of individuals interested in a new journ.i! (th<lt \Vas to
become Mi:,:,ion) Wd~ held February 23, 1966, at the Ramada Inn in Abilene, Texas.
Attending were Watler Burch, Ray Clwster, Dwdin Evans, David Catewood, Otis
Gatewood, Ceorg<• Curganus, Abraham Ma!lwrbe, VVil!iam C. Martin, Prentice' i'v1Pador,
Barney D. Morehead, James \!Valter Nichol!>, Thomas H. O!bricht, [d Rockt'y, Eugene
Smith, and Roy Bowc-n Ward. The St'cond mec-ting in Memphis (June 25, 1966) wa~
attended by Burch, Chester, Evans, D. Gatewood, 0. Gate\vood, Curganus, \/\lard,
Jarnes Batts, David Broadus, Wendell Broom, Phi! Elkins, Ddvid Jones, Ceorge Snure,
and Car! H. Stem.

most congregations. Those of us gathered in Memphis that day, as many others before us, were launching a new vessel out on the perilous sea of reform
journalism.
Clearly, "reform" was in the mind of most of the
initial Mission advocates. Because we wanted
change, we were accused of being intellectually and
spiritually arrogant by critics who challenged us immediately after our first few issues.
Times have changed, but twenty years ago our
fellowship
was perceived
by most of our
neighbors-as well as by many within the Church of
Christ-as
• a church having everything to teach, but nothing
to learn;
• a church with a// the answers, yet often uncharitable toward members who preferred to hold a
tentative judgment on a particular issue;
• a fellowship bound by a common fear of

As Mission pauses during its 20th year for a
self-appraisal, a lot of us-old timers and
newcomers-find
it appropriate to ask:
how do we measure whether the 20-year
odyssey has been worth it?
change-lest we succumb to the forces of apostasy;
• a group that flourished in the arena of conflict
and controversy, more comfortable when staking
out adversarial positions than in nurturing love,
justice, and unity.
What we were trying to say, in our attempts to
begin Mission, was that our restoration movement
was unfinished, as it will remain unfinished in every
generation. Indeed, in doctrine and practice, profound change was needed:
1. "Progressive" legalism still had a stranglehold
on the church. The doctrines of grace and assurance
were still in the womb of most churches. Salvation
continued to center on what man must do in order
to be saved: obedience,
faithfulness,
works·righteousness, and human performance that would
meet God's standard-a losing battle if there ever
was one! We wanted to exalt God's grace as the
source of our hope.
2. Racial discrimination and segregation still were
sanctioned by the majority of churches in the south
and southwest. We wanted to speak out boldly for
racial justice, knowing that the Bible taught the
fatherhood of God and brotherhood of man.
3. Crinding human needs were not considered to
be valid concerns of the church. Meeting human
needs, called "benevolent work," was slowly accepted, but only as a part of the church's strategy for

making new converts. Deeds of love and compassion became "bait"
to soften up people for
evangelism. Some of our efforts were deceptive,
because our concern was not sincerely rooted in the
person's worth. Our compassion toward others
was diluted by the fact that we expected them to
become open to our teaching. At least that is what I
believed and taught for years. In Mission we wanted
to emphasize compassion because it is the core of
the Gospel, not simply a means to an end.
4. Many churches were stifled because o( elders

whose ideas of leadership were authoritarian, to lord
it over the flock. We felt that the concept of elder
needed to be changed to that of a shepherd leading
by example of loving service.
5. The prevailing view of unity in the church, practically speaking, really meant conformity
and
unreflective assent to the dominant views of the prominent preachers, Christian college educators, and
religious editors. While unity based on the Bible was
the common plea, the common practice implied
that unity would be achieved only when other
groups surrendered their positions to us, throwing in
the white towel. In the "unity game" our chips were
worth $10 each and the chips of other religious
groups were valued at a penny each. In beginning
Mission, we wondered, could we try to restore the
New Testament concept of unity in diversity?
6. The dominant view of women's role in the
church in 1966 was that of keeping silent, teaching
small children, remaining cheerful keepers at home,
and subjugating themselves to their husbands. We
wanted to see the biblical principles of mutuality,
oneness, and justice brought to bear.
7. While some theologians in 1966 were declaring
the death of God, some in our fellowship were proclaiming the death of the Holy Spirit by their
preaching and writing. We wanted to encourage
Christians to enjoy the full experience of life in the
Spirit.
8. Finally, embracing the view that non-

instrumental Churches of Christ exclusively constitute
the total Kingdom of God on earth simply required a
greater leap of faith than we were able to muster.

to
In beginning Mission, we
restoration
restore new movement to
movement.
Now, as Mission enters its 20th year of publication,
it's a good time to look back and survey the scene.
I remember well the tension of those early years.
Mission had its own theological spectrum of readers.
Those on the right, sympathetic to reform on some
issues, liked some things about Mission but resented
(continued on pg. 22)
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The Good News of Sonship*
By BOB DOUGLAS
ood news! How the world longs for such. How
marvelously and consistently and with what
limitless variation Jesus affords such. The myriad
provisions and promises of the New Testament set
forth the wonderful treasure Christ affords.
One of the most exciting "good news" biblical
passages is Romans 8. It centers, in part, in the glory
of Christian sonship. Sonship, properly understood,
ought to have a very practical impact in our lives. A
realization that we are sons [and daughters] of God
ought to be the means of creating a whole new
spiritual atmosphere in our hearts, for a realization
of our sonship ought to create within us a whole
new attitude toward God.
In Romans 8:15, 16, Paul discusses this. He says,
"For you did not receive the spirit of slavery to fall
back into fear, but you received the spirit of sonship.
When we cry, 'Abba, Father' it is the spirit himself
bearing witness with our spirit that we are children
of God."

No Longer Slaves
In this context Paul sets before our eyes a contrast
that he returns to again and again. It is the contrast
between what we formerly were-slaves-and
what
we currently are-sons. He indicates that each of
these relationships has its appropriate emotional
atmosphere-that
of a slave is fear, and that of a son
is confidence and grateful joy leading one to cry,
"Abba, Father."
Notice first the negative-we did not receive "the
spirit of slavery." Such simply is not the atmosphere
that surrounds the life of one who understands that
he [she] is a child of God. The expression "the spirit of
slavery" refers to a certain mentality. It looks back to
the old state of slavish anxiety which fills the hearts
of those who feel themselves under law. And it is still
an attitude that characterizes many Christians. Unfortunately, even today many conceive of Christianity as nothing more than law. The individual who
places his trust in a works salvation is going to have
to toil and labor as a slave at the beck and call of a
Bob Douglas, at the time this article was published, was minister for the
College Church of Christ in Abilene, Texas. He is now Executive Director
for the Zwemer Institute of Muslim Studies in Altadena, California. *This
article is reprinted from the December, 1973 issue of Mission.
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tyrant master.
"The spirit of slavery"-the
term recounts a time
in our lives characterized by a certain bleak
monotony-a
bleakness born of the concept of a
God who is seen as a judge and solely as a judge. In
addition, He is viewed as a judge who had been
defied. Naturally the person who has this attitude
toward God, and consequently lives in this kind of
an emotional climate, is going to shrink from the
presence of God. At best, there will be no warmth,
no joy, no confidence,
no sense of the real
fatherhood of God.
The slave lives in constant awareness of impending judgment. The slave knows full well that inadequate obedience inevitably brings condemnation,
and any person who is really in tune with self knows
that his/her obedience is inadequate, i.e., im-

The individual who places his trust in a
works salvation is going to have to toil and
labor as a slave at the beck and call of a
tyrant master.
perfect. Thus the only motive that can govern the
slave in doing whatever he does is craven fear, a fear
that daily intensifies. Every time the slave acts he
knows he acts imperfectly; by the very fact that he
acts, he increases the spirit of apprehension in his
own heart as he contemplates the judgment to
come.
Paul said the spirit that is to characterize the son is
not such a spirit. The spirit which the Christian
possesses is not the spirit of slavery, but it is the spirit
of sonship. How we need to be aware of this grand
and glorious truth. It's not the function of God's
Holy Spirit to drag believers back into bondage and
fear. It is his function to fill our hearts with filial attitudes; that is, with ... love, trust, joy and peace.
Anything in the Christian's life that fosters or reinforces a sense of apprehension, a spirit of fear, a feeling of bondage is not the work of God's spirit. In
fact, it is not from God. It is rather the result of our
own lack of understanding or due to our own
unbelief. The Christian who lapses into an attitude of

servile fear confesses by that very fact that [she] has
failed to comprehend the grandeur of the deliverance which the Gospel provides.

addressed God in the garden, "Abba, Father, all
things are possible to thee; remove this cup from
me."

Moving Beyond Fear

Drawing Near to God

Christians have not received the spirit of slavery
that leads to fear, but they have received the spirit of
sonship that issues in a cry, "Abba, Father." One
evidence of sonship is to be found in a new attitude
toward God. This attitude is characterized by a sense
of intimacy. Sonship is a many-sided affair, and yet
the heart of the matter can be stated very simply.
When a man realizes that he is a son of God, when
he understands the intimate kind of fellowship into
which God has drawn him, then there issues from
his heart a very simply cry-a cry that epitomizes,
that summarizes all the grand and glorious realizations that have come to him. The cry is, "Abba,
Father."
Those words declare what the child
has
discovered God to be. Whatever else God is, to the
Christian He is supremely a loving father. This
discovery is not a discovery made purely on the
rational level. It is not something that one merely
reasons out. This is not to say that it is irrational. But
it comes to be known at the level of experience, as
one with the whole of one's being (thus with more
than the mind), responds to God, allowing God free
reign in life through the person of his Holy Spirit.
Mountain climbing is an exhilarating experience.
As one scrambles higher and higher up a slope the
view back becomes more and more expanded. The
air becomes rarer. And one's spirit is lifted yet
higher. In Romans 8, Paul has the reader climbing
mountains. He has carried man from the idea of
slavery to the concept of freedom. He has lifted the
Christian from freedom to life. He has moved from
life to sonship. And now he scrambles to even
greater heights in the words, "Abba, Father."
Martin Luther said of the expression, "It is but a
little word. And yet not withstanding that, it comprehends all things. The mouth does not speak this
way, but the affection of the heart speaks after this
manner. Although I am oppressed with anguish and
terror on every side, yet I am your child and you are
my father. Wherefore this little word, father, conceived effectually in the heart, passes all of that eloquence 6f Demosthenes, Cicero, and all of the most
eloquent speakers that the world has ever known."
"Abba, Father." It occurs only two other times in
the New Testament-Mark
14:36; Galatians 4:6.
Abba is an Aramaic word. It is an expression that
came to be used among the Jews as the familiar term
by which a child addressed her father. According to
Mark 14:36, Jesus used this very expression as He

The real significance of the word is that it is not the
customary word the Jews used in addressing God.
And yet it was the term of Jesus' choice, bespeaking
a sense of confidence, of love, of intimacy, of
tenderness, that we may have been unwilling to
admit can exist between a person and God. What
Paul is saying is that the Holy Spirit in our lives
infuses our hearts with the same spiritual and

The Holy Spirit in our lives infuses our
hearts with the same spiritual and emotional atmosphere that characterized the
relationship between Jesus and the father.
emotional atmosphere that characterized the relationship between Jesus and the Father. We can
speak to the Father as He spoke to Him, draw near
to the Father as He drew near, know the Father as
He knew him.
When the President enters a public gathering,
makes an address, or comes before the press for a
news conference, he is announced as "the President
of the United States," and inevitably people rise.
This is appropriate. And as reporters address their
questions to [him] ... , they say, "Mr. President."
Yet we can properly suppose that his children call
him "daddy." For to them the dignity of the office,
and all that it represents-all of its power and all of the
atmosphere of history that is about it-do not overshadow the fact of what he is to them-"father."
The same ought to be true of the Christian and
God. He is Lord of Lords, King of Kings, the
Almighty, the Creator, the Savior. But to the Christian he is "Father."
I am not advocating that people address God as
"daddy" in public prayers. The language used is not
the thing that is most important. The important thing
is the attitude. For one to stand and say, "Our Father
who art in Heaven," can be as pretentious as for
someone to stand and say, "Daddy." Paul is speaking of something deeper and richer. He is talking
about the whole new atmosphere of the heart that
grows out of a new attitude toward God. Tragically,
many seem to have never breathed this atmosphere.
Many seem for all of their addresses to the Father to
have never realized that the Father is a father. Many
evidence in their lives a spirit of fear and bondage-they are more slaves than sons.
John Wesley in describing his journey to a greater
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knowledge of God says that a crisis came and passed
in his life when, in his own words, "He exchanged
the faith of a servant for thefaith of a son." Faith in
both cases, but faith of two different kinds. That's
what God wants us to have-the faith of a son.
Why is it that so many of God's people seem
oblivious to the glory of their calling as sons [and

daughters]? It is not a matter reserved for a few. It is
not something that God gives only to the privileged.
It is part of the glory inherent in the fact that we are
Christians and that the spirit of the Son dwells in us,
letting us approach the Father even as the Sqn approached Him. This is good news!
--·-··--·-------···---·--·--·-··-·--·--------··----
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Getting To Know Us: The Mission family
"One of the best things in life has got
to be being the only daughter of a man
who's partial to girls. I have never
wanted for attention or love or
encouragement. Built into a good dad
I also had an audience, a P.R. agent
and a friend ... free of charge for a
quarter of a century already." That's as
fine a recommendation as any parent
could wish for. It came from Ray
Chester's daughter Nancy on his (recent) sixtieth birthday.
Ray was one of the original Trustees
of Mission Journal and has given
faithful service and wise guidance for
the nineteen years of our existence.
He was on the editorial board, the initial group producing the journal
before the first editor was selected;
subsequently he served for several
years as Managing Editor.
Ray is a graduate of Freed Hardeman
College and Abilene Christian University. He holds the M.Div. Degree from
Wesley Theological Seminary and the
D.Min.
from Austin Presbyterian
Theological
Seminary. His longest
preaching tenures were in Washington
D.C. and at the Brentwood Oaks
Church of Christ in Austin. Currently
he ministers to the Round Rock, Texas,
Christian Church - always with the
help and support of his wife Fern,
whose sense of humor rnust have seen
them through many a trying time.
Besides Nancy, Ray and Fern have
three sons - Paul, Philip, and John of
whom they are equally proud. Two are
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professional musicians. Paul, who is
married to Cleo, plays guitar with the
Buddy Brock Band; and Philip plays
saxaphone and clarinet with the Glen
Miller Orchestra. John is a senior at the
University
of Texas, majoring in
philosophy. Nancy is a student at
Austin
Presbyterian
Theological
Seminary.
In his birthday tribute Paul recalls
one of his Dad's favorite preaching
Scriptures: "Those that wait upon the
Lord shall mount up wings like eagles,
they shall run and not grow weary,
they shall walk and not faint." As a
boy, he wondered if Ray shouldn't do
a sermon on the converse of that
thought: "those who don't wait upon
the Lord shall not mount up (or sprout
up) wings as eagles, will run and grow
weary, probably get caught and inevitably
get a spanking."
Philip

remembers with affection that his
father
brooked
no "monkeybusiness." After all his Dad must have
realized that "we were simply cute
lovable children, who, like monkeys,
were prone to curiosity and mischief."
Then he says, "I think it's a great
tribute to my father that I can
remember with a degree of fondness
my ill behavior that did not often go
unpunished." Perhaps Nancy expressed the essence of his fatherhood for
them all: Whatever the problems or
choices, she always felt he was saying
to her, "You are free to make your
own choices, your own mistakes, free
to be human and even free to fail and
not have to worry that it will affect
how your 'ol dad feels about you."'
Besides enjoying their family, Ray
and Fern like to walk, listen to music,
go to concerts and movies. They
especially find relaxation and joy at the
beach or in the mountains.
In a sermon (see p. 3) based on
Kermit the Frog's song "Green," Ray
affirms the greenness of us all, including hirnself: being ordinary, "be·
ing me" with all the defects and limitations. However, those to whom he has
ministered from the pulpit, in hosµital
rooms, and in their daily struggles with
living would say that, at least for some
of the time, he through the power of
the God he serves, has transcended
greenness to stand out "like flashing
sparkles in the water or stars in the
sky."
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What Kind of Church Will God Secure?
With the twenty-first century in sight
and with numerous pollsters and prophets offering their analyses of the
trends upon us, I've found myself asking about the future of the church. My
faith assures me that as long as the
earth spins, God will secure the survival of the church. But then my questions take over; and I ask, "Just what
kind of church will He secure, how
will He secure it, and what ought I to
be doing?"
Generally when I hear (or read)
people speak about the future and
what the obvious trends mean for the
church, they make reference to what
new programs may be necessary to
meet new and growing needs or to
what attendance patterns may prove
to be. I detect in such references the
assumption that the church will continue in its present state of peaceful
accommodation with a society sympathetic to it, or at least tolerant of it. I
detect, further, in such references, the
assumption that the success of the
church is synonymous with enlarging
attendance figures, programs for every
age or interest group, and with social
acceptability. Perhaps the church can
continue into the twenty-first century
enjoying such a pleasant and accommodating relationship with its culture.
Perhaps not.
It's the "not" that I think is worth
some consideration. After all, the
times have been achangin' so long that
some fundamental
changes are
already in place in our society. JudeoChristian ethical positions and the idea
that a thriving church is good for a
society are not universally accepted
mores in our society-they
are even
under attack. A secular vision of what
constitutes
humanity
has largely
replaced a religious vision. Disputes
over issues such as "school prayer" indicate that many of our courts consider it more constitutional to be nonreligious (whatever that is) than to be
religious. Public policy often has more
to do with technological considera-

tions than with a consideration of
justice. Arguments over pornography,
abortion, medical ethics and nuclear
power indicate that there is little
common base in our society upon
which to talk about values. The
biblical foundations and metaphors
that were common - whether or not
believed
even a generation ago are
disappearing. Where once a Melville
or even a Steinbeck could make
biblical allusions in the confidence
their readers would find them familiar,
contemporary writers can allude only
to Luke Skywalker or the "Force" or to
TV commercials. Any Christianity true
to its foundation in the word of God is
fast becoming (if it isn't already) a
counter-culture - inscrutable, weird,
even subversive. The drum beat of a
Lord who practiced service and selfsacrifice and who demands the same
of his followers is ignored as people
go Dancing in the Light, feeling that
not only is person the measure of all
things, but that every person is a god.
The church must not, in such circumstances, discern its success nor
form its pattern of ministry by what our
society deems relevant and acceptable. Rather we must clarify the
distinction which exists between the
truly new society of God's church and
the "bogusly" new society of contemporary values. Moreover, we must
prepare ourselves for the conflict this
distinction inevitably entails. Our faith
must not make us into spiritual
schizophrenics who walk in the light at
worship services, workshops and encampments, but who go along with
whatever is in the cultural wind at the
job, school, court and voting booth.
How do we clarify the distinction
between ourselves and the society in
which we exist, and how do we
prepare ourselves for the inevitable
antagonism that such distinction entails?
First, we need to put Jess emphasis
on perpetuating the church as an in-

stitution and more emphasis on the
ministry that addresses the essential
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a column.for
opinion and
personal
reflection.
By Mike Sanders
needs of being human. We are an institution, but our charter is in heaven.
Thus, we live not to be popular but to
be helpful; not to be considered
respectable but to be a nagging sore to
all who presume to ignore God's will.
We need less interest in survival and
convenience and more in mission and
responsibility. We must not neglect
the fact that life is genuinely meaningful because of a right relationship
with God, not because we can master
every fad.
Second, we need to put less emphasis on having a program for
everything and more emphasis on the
spiritual feeding that prepares our souls
for any and every challenge. We have
too often abandoned a basic ministry
of the Word for want of something that
is more spectacular or popular, but we
have never given our all to a ministry
of the Word and found it wanting in
genuine spiritual nourishment. A soul
regularly fed on the "meat" of God's
Word is a well nourished soul, and
people with well-nourished souls are
capable of properly confronting any
challenge the future may throw their
way-whatever
it may be.
Third, we need leadership that puts
Jessemphasis on maintaining control of
everybody and more emphasis on
being an agency of Christ's own care.
In the conflicts ahead, the leadership
that can only herd people together will
be useless. What is needed is the
leadership that can provide the
encouragement
and the learning
experiences Christians need to maintain their spiritual growth during times
of warfare - spiritual and otherwise.
I'm not cheering on a head-to-head
conflict between the church and
society, but neither do I find the prospect of such a conflict overwhelming.
T.R. Glover, in his history of the
church during the persecutions of the
second century, remarked that "Christians out-thought, out-lived, and outdied the pagans." It's a worthy legacy
to follow.
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By Diana Caillouet

A Servant's Heart
I asked Karen to describe a fellow
Christian whom I was about to meet.
She began, "He has a servant's heart
, .. ," and continued with the description; but the first phrase she voiced
triggered such a volley of mental images that I did not even hear the rest of
her comments. What does it mean to
have a servant's heart?
In America, the "land of the free,"
servitude is certainly not revered; and
the idea of cultivating the humble
heart of a servant as an approach to life
would appear close to madness. The
Bible, however, reveals a different
perspective. Paul, James, and Peter
talked
about
being
"servants,"
"slaves," or "bondservants" of Christ.
On one occasion Jesus told his
disciples that anyone who wanted to
be "great"
in the kingdom must
become servant of all (Mark 10:43-44).
Kneeling to wash the feet of his
disciples, He, for all time, illustrated a
"servant's heart." And of course,
Phillipians 2:6-8 gives insight into the
essence of servitude demonstrated by
Christ in that He "being in very nature
God, did not consider equality with
God something to be grasped, but
made himself nothing, taking the very
nature of a servant ... , he humbled
himself and became obedient to
death."
What qualities, then, are embodied
in the concept of the "servant's
heart?" First, the servant understands
who is in the position of authority.
There is no quibbling over who is

"lord" or "master" and who is "servant." Unfortunately, many of us have
difficulty with this first basic principle.
We like to be the master. This attitude
is exemplified in our prayers, centered
as they are around personal requests
for such things as better jobs, bigger
homes, perfect
health, obedient
children, complete joy. We are clearly
focusing on ourselves. Certainly, there
is nothing wrong with making our requests known to God; but when we
treat Him as if He were a "celestial
bell-hop" who responds to our requests with a meekly spoken, "Yes,
Maam. Right away, Sir," there is
something wrong. Demands are made
by the master, not by the servant.
Second, the servant develops a sensitivity to the desires of his lord. The
story of Mary and Martha illustrates
this principle well. It is obvious that
Martha was rushing around trying to
organize household details because
she wanted to honor the Lord. Staying
busy with good deeds is an honorable
ambition but not always the most
appropriate action. The Lord had
come to their home because He
wanted to spend some "quality" time
with them. Common sense tel Is us that
when any master goes to the home of
any of his servants, he has something
important to say. The most appropriate
response, therefore, is to do just what
Mary did by sitting at the feet of the
Lord and listening. Both women had a
"servant's heart," but each reflected a

By John Smith

The Black Kettle
I was eating breakfast with a brother
a few days ago at the Black Kettle, an
appropriate name, but not particularly
inviting. On our table was a plastic gizmo containing a flyer which advertised
a breakfast special: three pancakes,
two eggs and two strips of bacon for
$2.39. Since two eggs alone were
$2.35, it represented a pretty good
deal. The only problem was I didn't
want any pancakes.
The waitress who came for our
orders looked as though she had had a
bad night. My father's description
would be that she had been "run hard
and put away wet,"
which
has
something
to do with
horses I
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different level of sensitivity. Martha did
that which was good, while Mary
chose that which was best!
Third, the servant does the work of
his lord. The servant who tells his
master, "I will do your work after I
reach my career goals, build my
dreamhouse, raise my children, and,
of course, have adequate recreation,"
is no servant at al I! Why, then, do we
deceive ourselves into believing the
Lord will count us faithful when we express this same unworthy attitude? The
real servant is the one who works in
the vineyard, not the one who spends
all day talking about grapes.
Many Christians seek more to be
served than to serve. Anyone who has
tried to get volunteers to take one
meal to the home of a Christian family
in distress or to visit church members
who are in the hospital knows that it is
often difficult to get people to serve in
even the simplest ways. And who
among us is willing to make the
sacrifices necessary to devote large
segments of time to ministering to the
needs of fellow Christians on a continuing basis? If we will not serve our
own spiritual family in more than a
superficial way, is it any surprise that
we have little impact or outreach to
the rest of the world?
The servant's heart does not suddenly appear in one's breast as if by magic.
It must be cultivated. Its first pulse may
be feeble, but with exercise it gains
strength. And it is out of this heart that
the lifeblood of the kingdom flows.

presume. Anyway she approached us
with a rather intimidating glare and
demanded our orders.
Having no desire to offend her further, I asked in my most polite and differential tone if I could have the
breakfast special but with three eggs
and no pancakes, my theory being that
three pancakes are surely more expensive to produce than one egg. She fixed her one working eye on me and
said, "That ain't the breakfast special!
Don't you read good? It's three pancakes, two eggs and two bacon strips."
More intimidated than ever-her voice
had carried across the room and I
found myself the object of many

curious looks - I asked, very softly this
time,
"Could I just have the two eggs and
the two bacon strips?"
"If you wanna' pay $3.30 you can."
"But, that's unreasonable; you're
charging me more for asking for less."
"Look, mister, you wanna' breakfast
special or not? You order a breakfast
special, you get the breakfast special,
what you do with what you get, I don't
care, now whadayawant?"
I ordered the breakfast special and
put the pancakes on a separate plate.
They threw them away and that made
everybody happy.
(continued on page 24)

Constitutional Issues In The Appeal Of
The CollinsvilleChurch of Christ
Part 2: Religious Freedom Issues

By FLAVILR. YEAKLEY,JR.
f a woman resigned her membership in a
congregation just two days before she was to be
Idisfellowshipped
on grounds of her admitted and
unrepented fornication, would the elders of that
congregation have the right to go ahead and explain
to the members of the congregation why they must
have no further association with her? Previous comments by various writers in Mission have generally
suggested a negative answer to this question. These
comments in Mission have generally been critical of
the actions taken by the elders of the Collinsville
Church of Christ in the events that led up to the case
of Guinn vs. the Collinsville Church of Christ. There
are, however, some broader issues to consider.
If a member of some organization other than a
local church resigned membership just before being
expelled on grounds of violating the organization's
code of conduct, would that organization have the
right to go ahead and announce the expulsion to its
members and explain the grounds for the expulsion?
Lawyers evidently believe that their state bar
associations have such a right. If a lawyer resigns
membership in a bar association just before being
disbarred, the bar association goes ahead and announces the disbarment and the grounds for the
disbarment in its state bar association journal. When
Richard Nixon resigned the Presidency, he also
resigned from the state bar association of California.
His resignation, however, did not end the matter.
The next issue of the state's bar association journal
published his name along with others who were
disbarred and announced "obstruction of justice"
as the grounds for the disbarment. However, while
claiming this right for themselves, some lawyers
would deny this right to churches. So, it seems,
would some who have commented in Mission on
the case of Guinn vs. the Collinsville Church of
A graduate of the University of Illinois with a Ph.D. in Spee<:h Communication, Flavil R. Yeakley, Jr. taught First Amendment studies at the
University of Tulsa for ten years.

Christ.
Part 1 of this article in the last issue of Mission
presented the facts of this case. The remainder of
this article presents the constitutional issues raised in
the appeal.
Separation of Church and State
It was unconstitutional for a state civil court to
assume jurisdiction in such a case as this. The Constitution requires the separation of church and state
according to the Supreme Court's ruling in Zorach
vs. Clauson. 1 The Court, in Everson vs. Board of
Education/ warned state governments that the First
Amendment erected a high and impregnable wall
between church and state that must not be
breached in the slightest way.
The First Amendment forbids government involvement in ecclesiastical matters. The Supreme
Court and other courts have uniformly taught that
state courts have no jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters. From the beginning of its consideration of the
religion clauses, the Supreme Court has included
church discipline in the list of ecclesiastical matters
off limits to civil courts. This point is made especially
clear in Watson vs. Jones, 3 Serbian Orthodox Diocese
vs. Milivojevich, 4 and Metropolitan Baptist Church
of Richmond, Inc. vs. Younger. 5 Yet in the Collinsville case, a state court assumed jurisdiction in an
ecclesiastic matter-specifically
a matter of church
discipline.
According to the Supreme Court's ruling in
Presbyterian Church vs. Hull Church, 6 state civil
courts are precluded from interpreting or determining churdi doctrine. Yet in the Collinsville case, the
judge allowed the jury to consider attacks on four
specific doctrines of the church and then to punish
the church for these doctrines. These four doctrines
are (1) the congregation's strict view of sexual
morality; (2) its requirement that members withdraw
their association from Christians who sin and refuse
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to repent; (3) its doctrine concerning the active
counseling role of its elders; and (4) its teaching that
a member who resigns from the congregation, as
Marian Guinn did, must still be regarded by the
church as being a child of God and must not be
classified as a non-Christian.
The Fifth Circuit Court followed the Supreme
Court's lead. by holding, in Simpson vs. Wells Lamont
Corporation, 7 that words said in church are not actionable in civil cases. In this judgment, the court

Before the right to freely exercise religion
can be limited, the state must show a com-

pelling public interest. That -interest must
be extremely significant.
said, "No matter how one may look at this dispute,
it had to do with the substance and content of the
very words uttered within the church itself, going
right to the heart of the doctrine and beliefs and type
of sermons that are delivered in churches. Now the
church is a sanctuary, if one exists anywhere, immune from the rule or subjection to the authority of
the civil courts, either state or. federal, by virtue of
the First Amendment." 8
In following the Supreme Court's direction to
refrain from deciding ecclesiastical questions, the
Circuit Court noted, "The
First Amendment
language that 'Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof ... ' historically has stood for the
strict prohibition of governmental interference in
ecclesiastical matters. Only on rare occasions where
there existed a compelling goverpmental interest in
the regulation of public health, safety, and general
welfare have the courts ventured into this protected
area. Such incursions have been cautiously made so
as not to interfere with the doctrinal beliefs and internal decisions of religious societies. Thus, the law
is clear: civil courts are barred by the First Amendment from determining ecclesiastical questions." 9
But this is exactly what the District Court of Tulsa
County, Oklahoma, did in the case against the
Collinsville Church of Christ.
As previous comments in Mission illustrate, there
are differences among members of the Church of
Christ regarding the doctrine of church discipline
and how it should be applied. But it is not proper for
civil courts to decide such issues. The New Jersey
Supreme Court has held that the First Amendment
prohibits
state judicial
intrusion
into church
disciplinary affairs. A former deacon who had been
removed from his post was awarded damages by a
trial court against the pastor and the other deacons
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who had removed him from office. In this case of
Chavis vs. Rowe, 10 the court reversed the judgment
by holding that judicial inquiry into the propriety of
removal procedures of that church officer would
have impermissibly intruded on matters of church
doctrine and that was prohibited by the First Amendment.
The Oklahoma Supreme Court, in Oklahoma
District Council vs. New Hope Assembly of Cod
Church, 11 stated that "Recent decisions of the
United States Supreme Court have left no doubt that
except in the most limited of circumstances it is an
abridgment of those fundamental constitutional
rights for the courts of civil jurisdiction to adjudicate
any controversy involving religious doctrines or
precepts." 12 The District of Columbia Circuit Court,
in Allen vs. Morton, 13 went so far as to say that the
courts should not only avoid actual interference
with religion but also must avoid the potential for
and the appearance of such interference with
religion. Given this background, it was clearly unconstitutional for the judge to allow the jury to consider the attacks on the religious doctrines and practices of the Collinsville Church of Christ.
A local congregation is obviously a legal entity. As

The religion clauses of the First Amendment require the reversal of the decision in
Guinn vs. the Collinsville Church of
Christ." That judgment violates the constitutionally mandated separation of
church and state.
such, it can commit a tort. Courts have constitutionally assumed jurisdiction in some cases involving churches. In the Collinsville case, however,
the trial court clearly breached the wall of separation
between church and state by assuming jurisdiction
in a case of this nature, by allowing attacks on
religious doctrines and practices to go to the jury,
and by imposing a state enforced punishment on the
church for its religious beliefs and practices.

The free Exercise Clause
The First Amendment requires that "Congress
shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. .. "
The trial court's judgment against the Collinsville
Church of Christ and its elders violates the free exercise clause of the First Amendment.
There have, of course, been some limitations of
religious freedom--but
only when the state has
shown a compelling public interest. Jehovah's Witnesses do not believe in having blood transfusions.

Several religious groups object to using any drugs
or medical treatment. Courts, however, have
found a compelling public interest in requiring
medical treatment for children of those who hold
such views. This limitation of the parents' religious
freedom is judged necessary to save the lives of their
children. In a similar way, courts have ruled as constitutional various state laws prohibiting the use of
poisonous snakes in religious services of the "snake
handling" cults. The state has a compelling interest
in saving lives and that justifies this limitation of
these people's religious freedom. Such limitations,
however, cannot be justified without a specific
showing of a compelling interest.

"To call the words which one minister
speaks to his congregation a sermon, immune from regulation, and the words from
another minister an address, subject to
regulation, is merely an indirect way of
preferring one religion over another."
In the Collinsville case, however, there was no
showing of any compelling public interest that
would justify limiting the religious freedom of the
congregation and its elders to practice their religion.
The First Amendment, as interpreted by the court in
Abington School District vs. Schempp, 14 commands
that government maintain strict neutrality, neither
aiding nor opposing any particular religion or
religion in general. The judgment in the Collinsville
case puts the state in the business of opposing a particular set of religious beliefs and practices.
The judgment in this case punished the Collinsville
Church of Christ and its elders for the sermon the
elders preached in a Sunday morning worship
assembly when they explained to the congregation,
with many Biblical references, why they must have
no further association with Marian Guinn. That sermon was judged to be "invasion of privacy by
publication of private facts." However, the Supreme
Court specifically stated in Fowler vs. Rhode lsland 15
that the content of sermons is off limits for state
courts. In a unanimous decision, the Court noted:
"Nor is it in the competence of courts under our
constitutional
scheme to approve, disapprove,
classify, regulate, or in any manner control sermons
delivered at religious meetings. . . . To call the
words
which
one
m1rnster speaks to his
congregation a sermon, immune from regulation,
and the words from another minister an address,
subject to regulation, is merely an indirect way of
preferring one religion over another." 16
The punitive damages awarded in the Collinsville

case serve not only to punish the Collinsville Church
of Christ and its elders for exercising their religious
freedoms in the four areas contested in this case, but
also constitute a warning to keep others from exercising their religious freedoms in the same ways. But
this constitutes prior restraint and it imposes a chilling
effect on these religious practices and that is clearly
condemned by the Supreme Court in Cantwell vs.

Connecticut.
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Before the right to freely exercise religion can be
limited, the state must show a compelling public interest. That interest must be extremely significant.
There is a judicial prejudice against finding a state interest to be sufficiently compelling to overcome the
constitutional right to freely exercise one's religion.
The pre-eminent case in this matter is Wisconsin
vs. Yoder. 18 The Amish religion prohibits formal
education beyond the eighth grade. A Wisconsin
law required formal education through high school
or until the age of 18. The state claimed that its interest in having educated citizens was enough to outweigh the freedom of the Amish to practice their
religion in this matter. The Court, however, held that
the state had not shown how its admittedly strong interest in compulsory education was sufficiently
compelling to overcome the constitutional right of
the Amish to practice their religion. The Court concluded that before religiously grounded conduct
could be controlled by the state, previous courts had
limited the conditions to those where there was
some substantial threat to public safety, peace or order.
Another case to consider on this issue is Sherbert

The Supreme Court and other courts have
uniformly taught that state courts have no
jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters ....
yet in the Collinsville case, the judge
allowed the jury to consider attacks on
four specific doctrines of the church and
then to punish the church for these doctrines.
vs. Verner. 19 A woman was fired because she refused
to work on Saturday in violation of her faith as a
Seventh Day Adventist. She was then denied state
unemployment compensation because of her refusal
to accept any job that required working on Saturday.
The state argued that it had a significant interest in
protecting
the
unemployment
compensation
program from claims that might be offered from a
wide variety of religious objections. But the Supreme
Court found that the state's interest was not strong
enough to overcome the right of a Seventh Day Ad-
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ventist to refuse to work on Saturday. The Court
noted: "It is basic that no showing merely of a
rational relationship to some colorable state interest
would suffice: in this highly sensitive constitutional
area, 'only the gravest abuses, endangering
paramount interests give occasion for permissible
limitation."' 20 The Court, thus, based its ruling on
the earlier case of Thomas vs. Collins..
In several state criminal courts of last resort, the
state interest in prohibiting the use of dangerous
hallucinogenic drugs has been found to be insufficient to outweigh the constitutional right of members of the Native American Church to freely exercise their religion by the use of peyote. This was the
ruling in Whitehorn vs. State, 22 People vs. Woody,2 3
and State vs. Whittingham. 24 Furthermore, the
Oklahoma Supreme Court has ruled that before
religious freedom can be limited, a clear public interest must be presently threatened in a grave
way.2s
In the Collinsville case, however, there is no compelling state interest to overcome the constitutional
right of the Collinsville Church of Christ and its
elders to freely practice their religion. There exists in
this case no grave abuse or endangering of
paramount interest. No substantial threat to public
safety, peace, or order is present. Marian Guinn's
case is based on recently developed common law
torts concerning invasion of privacy and intentional
infliction of emotional distress. These do not equal
the level of state interest in compulsory education,
protecting
the
unemployment
compensation
program, or prohibiting the use of dangerous
drugs-all of which were ruled insufficient to outweigh religious freedom. The absence of any compelling state interest prohibits the state from lawfully
infringing on the constitutional rights of the Collinsville Church of Christ and its elders to freely exercise
their religion.

The Establishment Clause
As construed by the Supreme Court, governmental action which has the effect of inhibiting religion
violates the establishment clause just as much as
governmental action advancing religion. 26 In Lemon
vs. Kurtzman, 27 the Supreme Court announced three
tests to be applied to governmental conduct to
determine if it violates the establishment clause.
"First, the statute must have a secular legislative
purpose; second, its principle or primary effect must
be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion ...
finally, the statute must not foster an excessive
government
entanglement
with
religion." 28
Although this decision specifically mentions statutes,
any governmental action could be substituted for
statute, since the establishment clause proscribes
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any governmental interference.
When the three tests from Lemon vs. Kurtzman are
applied to the Collinsville case, the judgment of the
trial court fails the last two of the tests. The principle
effect of the judgment is to inhibit a particular expression of religious freedom. The judgment, in effect, determines that the doctrines and practices
contested in this case are unlawful and deserving of
punishment by state process. The very purpose of
punitive damages is inhibitory. Furthermore, the
judgment of the trial court fails the third test in that it
fosters an excessive governmental entanglement
with religion. By exercising jurisdiction to enter a
judgment on the merits, the district court has placed
the state court system in the business of evaluating
methods of internal church discipline and their
manner of application. Such evaluations, per se,
constitute an excessive governmental entanglement
with religion. In Widmar vs. Vincent, the Supreme
Court specifically condemned court inquiry into the
significance of religious practices by saying, "Such
inquiry would tend inevitably to entangle the State
with religion in a manner forbidden by our cases." 29
The fact that the inhibition of religion and the excessive governmental entanglement with religion
arise, in this case, from the state's effort to perform a
nominally secular task-the adjudication of purported civil lawsuit-does not cure the constitutional
violation. In several cases involving state aid to
church-related schools, the Supreme Court has explained that even though an apparently secular purpose was involved, the mere potential for state entanglement in religion renders the governmental action unconstitutional. 30
In Roemer vs. Maryland Public Works Board,31 the
Supreme Court indicated a judicial bias in favor of
the establishment clause and concurrent prejudice
against any governmental interference with religion.
The Court proscribed state action which even appears to involve the state with religion. "The state's
effort to perform a secular task, and at the same time
aiding in the performance of a religious one, may
not lead it into such an intimate relationship with
religious authority that it appears either to be sponsoring or to be excessively interfering with that
authority."
In the Collinsville case, however, the impact of
inhibition on religion is clear. It is certainly greater
than the possibility that public school teachers performing secular tasks at a church school might allow
religion to seep into their work or that tests administered by a church school might inculcate
religion in the students tested--as in the cases cited.
The entanglement in this case is unavoidable. Even
in the arguably secular task of adjudicating a civil action on the merits, the state is giving the appearance
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of excessively int erfering with religion and the
Supreme Court has ruled that unconstitutional.
The religion clauses of the First Amendment
requ ire the reversal of the decision in Guinn vs. the
Collinsville Church of Christ. That judgment violates
the constitutional ly mandated separation of church
and state. It vio lates the free exercise clause. It also
violates the establishment claues.
Religiou s· freedoms, how ever, are not the only
constitutiona l issues in this case. Part 3 will conclude
this series with an exp lanation of the other issues
raised in the appea l by the Collinsv ill e Church of
Chri st and a general discussion of the implication s of
the trial court's decision in this case.
NOTES
The arguments presented he re are esse ntia lly tho se found in the appea l,
No. 62.154, in the Supreme Court of the State of Oklahoma , the Churc h of
Christ of Co llinsville, Ok la hom a, a non -profit corpor ation ; Alle n Cas h, Ted
Moody , and Ron Whitt e n, App e lla nts, vs. Maria n G uinn , Appe llee, and ap -

pea l from th e District Co urt of Tulsa Co unty , Ok lahoma , Honor ab le Tony
Graham , Judge, w ith the Collinsville Chur ch of Christ and its e lders
re presented by Deryl L. Gotche r, Roy C. Breedlov e, a nd Graydon Dea n
Luthey, Jr.
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The Task of Mission
"Tra nslation" is an appropr iate im age to use in describing the mission of the church . The
church has no new message to proclaim. Her message is as old as the church itself. But this old
message mu st be translated if it is to be understood and related effective ly to modern man. The
chur ch is comm itted to the fact that the old message is, in fact, relevant in the modern world and
in every culture of the modern world . But that relevance can be hidd en and obscured unless the
chur ch translates it in a fresh and transparent way . Translating the divine message into the human
situation is what proclamation is all about. Th is is the church's mission in every age and in every
cu lture.
Mission will take as its gu idin g light the message of Christ to the world.
Mission will strive to be conscious of the changing world about it.
Mission will seek to confront all the chal lenges of life with the biblical faith .
Mission wil l be concerned with the total life of the church.
Mission will be dedicated to the renewa l and expansion of the church so that she may mor e
nearly attain her identity as set forth in the Scriptur es.
The life of th e church is its mi ssion. It is th e life of th e individu al Chri stian in his or her day-to day act ivity and the life of the corpora te chur ch. It is the life of proclamation -se ndin g forth or
taking to the world the good news of faith. Mission, therefore, will strive to be biblical, forthright,
and evangelistic-ever strivin g to discover and app ly the truth of God's Word.
The underlying intention of Mission may thus be stated " There is a Christ ian faith, out of this
faith comes a mi ssion , and in this mi ssion the faith is confronted with a world." Its concept of th e
church will be that of a fellowship -s haring of common faith, sharing a common hope, sharing a
common lov e, and sharin g a com mon mi ssion .
Mi ssion , July, 1967
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(continued from pg. 9)
party pronouncements, we, like the Reformation
groups before us, became distinct denominations,
hindering rather than enhancing the process of
restoration. That, in fact, is essentially where we are
today, except for a few prophets crying in the
wilderness. (In spite of my earlier criticism of Leroy
Garrett's thesis, I consider him one of those prophets. He doesn't require that I always agree with
him.)
There is some evidence of an awakening, of a new
sensitivity to what has happened and what needs to
be done. For all the cu/ de sacs of the Movement,
there is still very much alive the concept of the
pioneer's approach to Scripture as normative. The
Restoration Ideal is still distinctly superior to the
characteristic approach to the Word of denominations around us. In matters of salvation doctrine, the
nature and government of the church, and the
ordinances of Baptism and the Lord's Supper,
characteristic
Restoration
principles
will have
something to offer the historic reformed denominations. Not, perhaps, as demonstrated
by our
denominational and sectarian tendencies, but as exhibited in the residue of the pioneers' platform, as
still taught and practiced by many of our best
teachers and churches. We should encourage and
strengthen these heartening tendencies and work for
a revival of the spirit of our forebears, rather than
focusing too much on the unfortunate lapses from
the Ideal that are already too much in evidence all
around us.
aving written all of this, I come back to my title,
"The Real Restoration Movement."
It strikes

me that all of our efforts at Restoration and all of our
talk about Reform may after all be subsidiary to the
heart and core of the problem. The burden of the
Christian religion is to restore man to God, to repair
the breech that has ever been widening since our
first parents went astray and died. In his essay "On
Education" John Milton wrote that "the end of all
learning is to repair the ruins of our first parents by
regaining to know God aright." Milton uses the
word "restore" throughout his work. In the beginning of his greatest poem he declares his intention to
write "of Man's first disobedience" and the "loss of
Eden, till one greater Man/Restore us, and regain the
blissful seat" (Paradise Lost, I, 4-5). Ten thousand
lines later, as Milton portrays the sad exit of Adam
and Eve from Eden, hope is inspired by woman's
word as Eve says, "By me the Promis'd Seed shall all
restore" (XII, 623).
This, after all, is the real restoration, the bridging of
the great gulf between God and man, by the latter's
acceptance of the atoning work of Christ and the
continuing work of his Spirit. Church reform and
doctrinal purification may indeed be legitimate adjuncts to the preaching of the Gospel of Restoration;
but perhaps we should be careful always to see them
as just that, secondary to the first work of
divine/human
reconciliation
without
which,
whatever our definition or goal for Restoration,
other progress is rather meaningless. I can't now cite
the place; but I remember that Campbell himself
said that whatever our progress in the externals of
reform, we fail unless men's hearts are changed and
they exhibit the fruit of righteousness and love of
MISSION
God.

(Birth, continued from page 11)

are large numbers of people who share Mission's
goals if only we could reach them.
As Mission pauses during its 20th year for a selfappraisal, a lot of us-old timers and newcomers-find it appropriate to ask: how do we measure
whether the 20-year odyssey has been worth it?
0 Whether
we have impacted on our fellowship,
and how.
@ Whether
we have responsibly addressed the
original agenda of Mission.
@ Whether
the agenda is enough to sustain the
journal for another 20 years.
e Whether Mission itself should become an "institution.''
If Mission can respond creatively to these
challenges, with a new vision and renewed passion,
then another 20-year odyssey will be worth the
effort.
If not, Mission could become the embodiment of
its own worst enemy: an institution that has outlived
its usefu

H

others (e.g., the irreverent satire of Gary Freeman).
Some in this group warned us to "go slower ... be
more patient ... so you can bring more along with
you." Mission did not go as slow as th is group
wanted, so they found their own way to work within
mainstream Churches of Christ and grow at their
own pace.
Others, on the left, were even more assertive.
They pointed a prophetic finger and rebuked us for
what they considered Mission's mild approach: "Get
on with it ... go faster ... we're already light years
delinquent in speaking out."
Mission did not always please this group either.
Today, most of them can be found in other
fellowships, sometimes finding the grass greener,
sometimes not.
Even so, there has been a constant flow of readers
for whom Mission came at the right time and with
the right approach. Many in this group insist there
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More On Collinsville

Thanks to th e tr ue Chr isti an attitu de
of Mi ssio n Journ al and t he zeal of M r.
Flavi l Yeakley, Jr., his article " Con st it utio nal Issues in t he App eal of t he
Co lli nsvill e Chur ch of Chri st - Part 1:
The Facts of t he Case" is given w ide
d istr ibuti o n in th e June issue.
He seems to attack previo us art ic les
app earing in M ission j o urn al t hat deal
wit h Collin svill e. He feels som e facts
w ere left out. Thank God for Am erica
w here bot h po ints of view can be
presented , and all remain Christ ians
and broth ers in Christ.
He quot es th e fir st amend ment to
t he co nstitut io n: " Co ngress shall make
no law respecti ng an establishment of
religion , or pro hi bit ing t he free exerc ise t hereof ; or abrid ging t he freedom
of speech, or of t he press; or t he right
of th e peop le peaceab ly to assem ble,
and to pet it ion t he gov ern ment for a
redr ess of grevances." The men wh o
dr ew th is up and signed it had ju st felt
t he pressure of a pow er th at w as inflexib le and knew onl y o ne co mm and:
"Obey us, w e are yo ur 'o verseers.'
W e tax, yo u pay. W e req uisit ion , yo u
supp ly. There w ill be no qu est io ns.
Th ere w ill be no co min g to geth er 'to
reaso n.' W e are a self-appo inted
'pow er' t hat w ill 'rule you ." '
W here wou ld w e be tod ay had th e
men w ho drew up and signed o ur
decl arati o n not taken issue w ith t hese
th eo ries on gove rnm ent positi o ns?
Chri st was c rucified because t he
"gove rnm ent" gave th e loca l religio us
leaders or "e lders" the rig ht to im pose
the ir "doct rin e" o n Chr ist. Their doctrin e classified th e acti o ns of Chri st as a
sin against God : healin g a blind man
o n t he Sabbath -p ick ing grain o n the
Sabbath -a nd eatin g with o ut washin g
his hands. The governm ent of Christ's
day said, " Go ahead and p racti ce yo ur
religious doc trin e"; so Christ was
c rucified .
Wh en Paul was falsely accused, t he
church leaders begged the local
gove rnme nt to please stand back and
let t hem practice t heir religio us "doct rine." Paul's life was pro lo nged o nly

by his "a ppealing" to civ il law.
O ur fo und ing fath ers knew of th e
dark ages-a nd of th e suffering of
hum anity w hen " religio us leaders"
co u'Jd ope rate abov e th e law , w it h
app rov al of even deat h as a religio us
right.
I am th ankful to God th at on e of t he
freedo ms I helped to preserve in
W o rld W ar II was th at my gove rnm ent
wo uld never sancti o n any religio us
" do ctrin e" t hat wou ld harm any in d ividu al, physically o r emo ti o nally .
If Christ had been in Co llin svill e and
been to ld by Pat Sharp and M ario n
G uinn w hat t he elders w ere to ld, wh at
wo uld he have don e? W hat wo uld
have been t he outcom e of t his situ at io n had eac h memb er w ho heard t he
gossip ob eyed th e scriptu ral injun ct io n
to take th e on e spreadin g t he gossip to
Pat and M arion for a face to face
meet ing. In Chri sti an love, recog nizing
t hat th ese two w ere overtak en by a
w eak ness, t hey cou ld have off ered
t hem th eir Jov e and understandin g
(praying th at t hey th emselves wou ld
not be ov ertaken by som e w eakness in
t heir ow n life). Acco rd ing to M r.
Yeakley t he w ho le town w as do ing t he
on ly th ing t hey knew to do: "goss ip ."
A faithfu l Christian lady passed th e
gossip on to benevo lent elders. Wh en
th e elders became part and parcel of
th e gossip, w hat did t hey do? Fi rst t hey
ob eye d M atth ew 18 : 15, got th e
acc user in fro nt of th e acc used ?
No- not that!
I' ve alw ays w o ndered w hat th e Ho ly
Spiri t had in m ind w hen he said,
"Co nfess your sin s o ne to anoth er."
Poo r M ario n, she th o ught o nly she had
to co nfess; someo ne fo rgot to te ll her
she co uld also hear co nfession of sin !
Had she bee n co nfessed to, she co uld
have said, "Yo u tell my sin , I te ll yo ur
si n.
Of course,
I 'm
being
facet ious - we all know "elde rs" have
no sin s wo rth tellin g. To accuse
someo ne of gossip is really laughab le
in t his modern age.
I' m such a lousy Bible scho lar I cannot find wh ere th e "c hur ch" is
supposed to d isfellows hip someo ne
beca use a ru mo r is repeated in front of
t he co ngregation. Be th at as it may,
t here mu st be eno ugh sin in eve ry
congregation
to have who lesa le
d isfellows hipp ing if o nly someone
wo uld start the ball ro llin g.
The Civil Law in A merica says if you
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are wr o ng and you lose in court you
m ust pay. Chri st says obey t he law.
The Collin svill e elders ow e M ario n
$390,000.00 , accord in g to law. They
have raised mu ch mo re t han th at fro m
across th e land by th ose wi lli ng to cast
th e fir st sto ne. I say pay her w it h t he
ston e mo ney, and th en co nfess to her
th e sins th at only yo u and God know
yo u have.
Joe Brown
Sheridan, Ark ansas

The Holy Spirit

I wou ld n't d isagree w it h any of
Brot her M itc hell 's po in ts in "G ett ing
in Touch w it h the Spirit " (March,
1986) but I'd like to see him ca rry th e
article furth er. He says th e N .T. encour ages us to pray for th e Holy Spir it
to co ntrol us, for instan ce . W hat do es
"co ntrol "
m ea n ? How do w e
work/ grow tow ard t hat co ntro l?
The co m ing of th e Ho ly Spiri t seems
to be, in N.T . t imes, an obvi o us t hing.
Paul oft en t reats it as a "g iven," a basis
for argum ent , somet hin g alm ost obj ect ive. A good examp le is Gal. 3:2,
w here he's arguin g against keeping
Jew ish law s and uses the possessio n of
th e Ho ly Spirit as a " proo f" fo r salvati on by grace.
I do n' t see thi s today, not in me, not
in th e Church of Chri st, not in th is arti cle. Th is gradu al growt h in w isdo m ,
love, grace, etc. do esn' t seem to be
wh at Paul's talking abo ut. Th is growth
doub tl ess is a w ork of t he Spiri t, but
not th e w ho le pict ure.
H ow do w e o bey suc h ad mo nit io ns
as " let th e peace of Chri st ru le in yo ur
heart" and "wa lk by th e Spirit"?
Wo uld Brot her M itc hell say t hat refe rs
to growt h in prayer? If so, th en are we
supposed to cast fleeces as Gideon
and accept t he results? (" If there's dew
o n t he roses to mo rrow, I' ll q uit my j ob
and become an it inerant preacher.")
Wh at oth er tec hni ques wo uld he suggest?
I' m fru strated by th e lack of instru cti o ns and tec hn iqu es fo r gettin g to th e
place w here I'm con tro lled by t he
Spir it. I've yet to see any, in any
publicati o n, th at seem to fit t he fir stcentury situat io n as it's reflected in the
New Testament.
Joyce Barton
Da llas, Texas
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(Word, continued from page 16)
The incident reminded me of our
terribl e penchant for religious rule keeping even when the rules don 't
make sense. The rules are the rules;
and rule s were macle to be kept ,
regardless of circumstances.
Our
greatest fear is that by breaking the
rules we will " establish a precedent";
and God forbid that precedents be
established, because if they should be,
then they become the rule. Worse yet ,
there will be no rule , or a vague rule ,
which is worse than no rule , and then
each case would be decided on its
own merits. Consequently we would
have to think , to justify our action s,
because we could no longer say, "I

have no choic e, it' s in the handbook ,
or, we've always done it this way; and
that would mean (if I can break a rule
and w rit e a run -o n sentence) th at I
could not hid e behind my manual, my
handbook , my catechism , my
herm eneuti cal rule s or syllogism s."
How many have been kept out of
the kingdom by our ridiculous rulekeeping? If the world is offended at us
because of sincere devotion to Christ
and to his Word , let them be offended ;
but if the stumbling block is our devotion to a new legali sm based upon
conclu sions logi cally or otherwi se
deduced from the principles that He
taught , then it would be better if a
millstone wer e placed about our neck s
and we were cast into the sea.

SPEAKERS OF A WORD FOR SEPTEMBER: Mike Sanders is minister for the Eldorado Church of
Christ, Boise, Idaho. Diana Ca illouet is employed by a private counseling agency in Bowling Green ,
Kentucky. John Smith ministers to the Vande/ia Church of Christ in lubbock, Texas.

To Our Readers:
The Editor of Mission Journal is roving again. From September
25, 1986-December, 1986, mail should be sent to the following
address: 827 Levering, Apt. 101, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
We regret that we have had to increase our subscription rates to
$16 per year. Senior citizen and student rates remain at $7.50
annually .
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